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The ‘Cameroonian association of engineers and computer scientists’ mostly known as VKII (German contracted denomination) was founded in 2000 at Frankfurt. Prior to its creation, the increasing number of engineers and computer science students from this part of Africa which lives in Germany desired to establish an association which could help to improve their status in German universities as minor community.

Channelling talents of cameroonian engineers and computer scientists:
- Development and implementation of development-oriented projects.
- Technology and knowledge transfer.
- Promotion of research activities
- Use, preservation and protection of natural resources for a sustainable development in Cameroon.
- Contribution to an establishment of technological institutions in Cameroon.
- Development of technical educational systems with international standard.

Since then, the number of Cameroonian alumni has drastically increased. Today, the fledging group has gained momentum to the extent that it brings together the highest number of Cameroonian students and professionals in Europe. The association represents the everlasting burning desire to achieve success in a competitive society and improve the quality of life for Cameroonians. The VKII is recognized by the German law as non-profit, non-political and a civil organization. It was built up from the grassroots to relieve the difficulties that students, alumni as well as technicians encounter in their various professions. Furthermore, the association promotes Excellency within the community. For e.g. recently the best graduates of the year have just been rewarded for their contribution by way of their master thesis. By doing so, various talents of the community are known, motivated and empowered.
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THE INCREASING TALENTS
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Energie, Agri-Food Industry, Human Resources, Health, IT & Telecommunications, Agriculture and forestry, Construction and living, Finance, Insurance, Hotel, Restaurant, Life science, Biotechnology, Manufacturing, Media & Creative Industries, Tourism, Trade/Retail, Wholesale, Chambers, Education, Real Estate, Others

PRODUCT(S) DESCRIPTIONS

SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION

ENERGY, AGRI-FOOD INDUSTRY, HUMAN RESOURCES, HEALTH, IT & TELECOMMUNICATIONS, AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY, CONSTRUCTION AND LIVING, FINANCE, INSURANCE, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, LIFE SCIENCE, BIOTECHNOLOGY, MANUFACTURING, MEDIA & CREATIVE INDUSTRIES, TOURISM, TRADE/RETAIL, WHOLESALE, CHAMBERS, EDUCATION, REAL ESTATE, OTHERS

COMPANY TARGETS

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

- VKII Berlin e.V.
- VKII Ruhrbezirk e.V.
- VKII Cameroon
- Energy Project NdambogVKII Energy Group 2013
- VKII FoSTDIC 2012
- Price of the Diaspora 2009
- Etc...

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

UN Sustainable Development Goals
ISO Norms

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

Diaspora Price 2009

TESTIMONIALS
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ZESOK, La Maison des Epices

Company name: Zesok
Established date: 01.09.2016
Registered status: Einzelunternehmen
Head Office: St Leon-Rot (Germany)
Number of Employee: 1
Number of Subdiries: 1
Subdiries location(s): Douala (Cameroon)
Founding Sources: Self founding

Business Volume: 15.000 €
Financial targets: 50.000 €
Annual sales: 7000 €
Phone: +0049 17623908757
E-Mail: info@zesok.com
Website: https://www.zesok.com/
Social Network: www.fb.com/zesom
Business Partner(s): 1

Our Vision

- Healthy spices, tea and food to the african Diaspora.
- Provide job to african women/youth in Cameroon/Africa

Sector/Industry or Company Information

- Agri-Food Industry

Service(s) Description

- Online Shop

Company Targets

Client Portfolio

- B2B
- B2C

Product(s) Descriptions

- Spices Food Beverages

Safety, Health, and Environmental Policies

- Natural healthy Products

Awards / Certifications / Recognitions

- Testimonials

- We Eat Africa 2018 Paris
Moukom Partner Consulting

OUR VISION

• Consulting.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

• Consulting

SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION

• Energie
• IT & Telecommunications
• Manufacturing

COMPANY TARGETS

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

• Utilities

PRODUCT(S) DESCRIPTIONS

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
Sell Now Marketing

Company name: SellNow Marketing
Established date: 01.07.2015
Registered status: GmbH
Head Office: Leuthardstr 6, 44135 Dortmund (Germany)
Number of Employee: 35
Number of Subdiries: 
Subdiries location(s): 
Founding Sources:

OUR VISION

• Energie Cost Reduction
• Energie Management
• Consulting

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

• Energy for all to Low cost
• Energy Effizienz

SECTOR/INDUSTRY
OR COMPANY INFORMATION

• Energie

SUB SECTOR AND DESCRIPTION

• Marketing

COMPANY TARGETS

• Privat
• Company
• Institutions
• Goverment

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

• Vattenfall
• Teleson
• Gellsenwasser

PRODUCT(S) DESCRIPTIONS

• Production
• Distribution
• Consulting
• Selling

SAFETY, HEALTH,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

• Green Energy

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
KTC-Center

Company name: KTC-Center
Established date: 2016
Registered status: ETS
Head Office: Biyem-Assi Lycée, Face station Green Oil, Yaoundé (Cameroun)
Number of Employees: 10
Number of Subdivisions: 3
Number of Subdivisions: 3
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

OUR VISION

KTC-CENTER is a vocational training centre approved by the Ministry of Employment and Vocational Training, founded in 2016 by Mr. BIAPAN Steve (Computer Engineer). KTC-CENTER is in partnership with German universities and was set up by a group of Cameroonian engineers trained in the Federal Republic of Germany and motivated by the desire to contribute to the development of Cameroon. Young start-up offering many products such as: professional and continuous training, sale of computer equipment, holiday courses and language courses (German and English) we guarantee your satisfaction.

SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION

- Education

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

State-approved training courses in IT and accounting professions
- Training in German and English language courses (advanced and travellers)
- Development of Computer Systems (Software)
- Development and Hosting Service for Websites and applications.
- IT Systems Audits
- Installation and monitoring of Video Surveillance Systems with remote access
- Sale of computer equipment and consumables

COMPANY TARGETS

- Young Cameroonians, Students; Pupils, Unemployed
- Companies in Cameroon for IT services
- All types of educational institutions/institutes
- Traders
- Structures (Churches, NGOs)

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

- Medical Sector
- Implementation of a Telemedicine System for the Monitoring of Diabetic Patients in Cameroon mamed® (Partnership with Biyem-Assi Hospital and the Clinique le Jordan to Yde)
- Religious Sector
- Implementation of an ERP System for Church Management in Cameroon. Church 1.0 (Evangelical Church of Cameroon)
- Training Sector
- Implementation of a Management System for Training Centres and Institutes: KTC Manager®
- Sales Sector / Shop
- Implementation of a Solution for Inventory Management, Sales and Billing of a shop or Supermaché. KTC Shop®

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
Sitpa

Company name: SITPA
Established date: 02.07.2015
Registered status: Société Anonyme (SA)
Head Office: BP 7845 Douala (Cameroon)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdirectories:
Subdirectories location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

OUR VISION

Making agriculture the driving power of development / A sustainable agriculture for a sustainable development

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

• Industrie et transformation de produits alimentaires
• Food industry and processing

COMPANY TARGETS

• Foreign affairs field
• Cultural affairs field
• International collaboration field

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

• Households
• Breeders
• Soap industry

PRODUCT(S) DESCRIPTIONS

SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION

• Agri-Food Industry

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
Clean City & Clean Energy

Company name: Clean² = Clean city * Clean energy
Established date: 01.01.2017
Registered status: Project
Head Office: Grethe-Jürgens-Str. 44 (Germany)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdivisions:
Subdivisions location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume: 200.000 €

OUR VISION

Clean² (Clean city * Clean energy) is a project with the main objective to introduce the biogas business and technology in Cameroon. By collecting and fermenting various household, public institution and industrial wastes the resulting biogas is converted into electricity and heat, which together with the by-product bio-fertilizer, will be placed on the market.

The vision of Clean² project is the vulgarization of biogas technology and renewable energy in general in Africa.

The project is built in 4 main phases: Individual small biogas solutions for off-grid/rural supply, biogas solution with circular economy for the agricultural industry, establishment of a competence and formation center, further huge biogas technologies and internationalization.

For the first phase and as market access strategy a company has been established in Germany Mek:EnergyBio UG, working in strategic partnership with a local company in Cameroon (WeeY Energies et Eau) in the field of renewables energy (solar and biogas).

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

• Home biogas units
• Bio-toilet based on biogas
• Circular economy (waste - power - heat - gas - fertilizer)
• Proposal of energy autonomy and environmental protection, based on the construction and operation of Biogas units, for companies and other customers generating organic waste
• Equipment for solar water pumps
• Solar Home System (SHS)
• Solar generator

COMPANY TARGETS

Private residence, rural electrification, Hotels, Restaurants, Farmers, Breeders, Bakeries, Processing and transformation industries.

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

• Households
• SME
• Industry

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

• Pollution reduction in urban, peri-urban and rural communities
• Reduction of the use of firewood and thus an implicit fight against deforestation
• Solution to the problem of hygiene and sanitation by replacing the use of septic tanks, source of several diseases in our towns and villages.
• 100% clean, renewable and CO2 neutral energy supply

HISTORY, EXPANSION, AND GROWTH

The partner WeeY has over 5 years experience in the solar business in Cameroon. Possible to expand to a big renewable company according the Clean² strategy.

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

Award and participation to the program “Business Idea for Development” from GIZ/CIM

TESTIMONIALS

Financial targets:
Annual sales:
Phone: +0049 170 9145798
E-Mail: n.mekok@web.de
Website: www.weey-energy.com
Social Network:
Business Partner(s): WeeY Energies et Eau, Mpower, HomeBiogas, Snow Leopard projects
Easy Biotech
Company name: Easy Biotech
Established date: 18.02.2019
Registered status: SARL
Head Office: Rond-Point Express - Yaoundé (Cameroon)
Number of Employees: [Number]
Number of Subdivisions: 2
Subdivisions location(s): Rond-point Express, Yaoundé & Vallée de Bessengué, Douala
Founding Sources: [Founding]
Business Volume: [Volume]

OUR VISION
Many diseases, including lots of cancers for example, which started innocently, become fatal very quickly due to a lack of reliable, rapid, effective and, above all, affordable medical diagnosis.

Easy Biotech is a platform now available in Cameroon that focuses on medical diagnosis based on the latest and most advanced German medical technologies. Its utmost mission is to provide Cameroonian with innovative (preventive and curative) diagnostic solutions through an exclusive partnership with Europe’s best medical laboratory located in Germany and having the largest network of best medical specialists in Europe.

Easy Biotech’s areas of expertise cover all medical fields. You are therefore granted full access to biochemistry, haematology, molecular oncology, anatomy-pathology, genetics, and many others. The special feature of the company is that all medical analysis are carried out in Germany, in an average turn-around time of 2 to 5 days, thereby guaranteeing all our customers and patients the best quality/price ratio for medical diagnosis.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION
Easy Biotech provides full innovative (preventive and curative) diagnostic solutions through an exclusive and strong partnership with Europe’s best medical laboratory based in Germany, thereby granting medical doctors and patients in Cameroon full and direct access to the largest network of best medical specialists in Europe.

Your samples are collected either at the client’s location or at ours, and subsequently send to Germany in the best IATA-conform conditions. Samples are then immediately processed upon reception in Germany, and reports are transmitted to the clients couple of days after, preferably per eMail.

COMPANY TARGETS
• Individuals
• Company
• Hospitals
• Medical laboratories

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES
Easy Biotech emphasises on medical data protection of patients, in accordance with the new Europeans laws on personal data protection. We also do select and train our medical co-workers to work in the strict respect of the most recent GLPs.

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS
Certifications: D-ML-13123-01-01-00, according to DIN EN ISO 15189:2014
Specials Program an Project: Screening campaign for sexually transmitted diseases and early metabolic diseases in children

TESTIMONIALS
Please refer to our website.
Our Vision

- Promotion of organic agriculture and livestock in Africa
- Thanks to the use of Perfectpur products, there is no longer any need for drugs or products chemicals such as antibiotics, pesticides, etc.
- Addressing chronic and difficult injuries in hospital and private settings
- Clean up the environment by fighting bacteria, viruses or fungi that are harmful to the health of humans and their animals.

Sector/Industry or Company Information

- Agri-Food Industry,
- Health,
- Construction and living,
- Trade/Retail,
- Real Estate

Product(s) Description

- Promotion of organic agriculture and livestock in Africa
- Thanks to the use of Perfectpur products, there is no longer any need for drugs or products chemicals such as antibiotics, pesticides, etc.
- Addressing chronic and difficult injuries in hospital and private settings
- Clean up the environment by fighting bacteria, viruses or fungi that are harmful to the health of humans and their animals.

Service(s) Description

Company Targets

- Local authorities
- Farmers
- Civil engineering companies
- Hospitals
- Pharmacy
- Medical practices

Client Portfolio

Medical Sectors
- Cooperation with the Centre des Grands Brûlés in Douala
- Cooperation with the Douala Resuscitation Medical Centre
- Chronic injury treatment in Yaoundé and Douala (Patients with Diabetes, Sickle cell disease, etc.)
- Disinfection of operating rooms and patient rooms, less waiting room of 10 min

Agriculture Sector
- Followed by a 120 hectare organic cocoa field in Mbandjock
- Followed by organic tomato and watermelon field in Nkoumetou - Yaoundé
- Followed by organic pineapple field on the road to Akolingsa

Livestock Sector
- Organic chicken production in Yaoundé
- Monitoring and supervision of organic chicken and pig farmers in Yaoundé and Douala

Building Sector
- Disinfection of areas of high influence, such as hotels, offices, clinics, etc.

Safety, Health, and Environmental Policies

- Qualities
- Accreditation

Awards / Certifications / Recognitions

Testimonials
SIPUA Consulting

Company name: SIPUA CONSULTING
Established date:
Registered status: Einzelunternehmen
Head Office: Stresemannstr. 29 | D-22769 Hamburg (Germany)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subsidiary:
Subsidiary location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

Financial targets:
Annual Sales:
Phone: +0049 170 864 35 56
E-Mail: info@sipua-consulting.com
Website: https://www.sipua-consulting.com
Social Network:

OUR VISION

We know how! We have the contacts. We are at home in Africa.
During the last years, SIPUA CONSULTING has realized many projects in Europe and in various African countries based on the experiences of a highly qualified team of business experts.
SIPUA CONSULTING is familiar with the cultural, historical and socio-political situation in most of the African Countries. In our Business-Analysis, we take these facts into account.
The work of SIPUA CONSULTING follows at all moments the principles of justice and sustainability in initiating and empowering an economic development.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

Benefit from our experience and knowledge.

COMPANY TARGETS

• Economic operators and industrial companies in Africa and Europe
• Administrative institutions in the context of national development projects and international
• Vocational Training Institutions (fields: Renewable Energy, ICT, (Electro-)Technical)
• Academic Training Institutions (fields: Economics & Relations International; Technological)

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

• Various Solar Energy projects in West and Central African countries
• Construction of a photovoltaic power plant in Douala (PPP between Germany and Cameroon)
• Establishment of a Vocational Training Centre for Energy Technicians Solar (in the Western region of Cameroon)

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
Keleyena.com
Company name: Keleyena.com
Established date: 28.05.2015
Registered status: Einzelunternehmen
Head Office: Zollerstrasse 17 (Germany)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdaries:
Subdaries location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

OUR VISION
KELEYENA.COM is a marketing specialist for African premium gifts.
Our mission is to help people of african descendants and friends of african way of life with the transmission of their cultural heritage so that our societies developed more great leaders and more confident citizens around the world.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION
- Intercultural Coaching and communication

COMPANY TARGETS
- Foreign affairs field
- Cultural affairs field
- International collaboration field

CLIENT PORTFOLIO
- B2B & B2G
- Associations
- Schools
- Ambassies
- Universities

PRODUCT(S) DESCRIPTIONS
- Afrocentric Premium gifts and souvenirs

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES
We are working according the the safety health and environmental policies of Germany, the host country. Of course all our products are grounded in the african Understanding of nature and oneness.

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
**OUR VISION**

Your SMART Energy Solutions

**SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC AND THERMAL:**
With photovoltaics, transform the solar energy into electricity. Using the solar thermal, recover the dissipated heat to obtain hot water. We provide you optimal solutions to meet your energy needs and remedy unexpected power cuts.

**SAVING WITH THE SOLAR:**
Save on your electricity bills with solar energy solutions while remaining autonomous in energy and preserve the planet.

**MAINTENANCE & TRAINING**
Take advantage of our experience for a smooth operation of your installations, and optimize your energy production thanks to our regular c

**SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION**

- Energie

**PRODUCT(S) DESCRIPTIONS**

**SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION**

- Installation of autonomous photovoltaic solar systems in the following fields private and industrial
- Installation of photovoltaic solar parks
- Installation of solar water pumps in agriculture and livestock
- Installations of solar thermal systems for heating/production of warm water
- Installation of solar street lighting fixtures
- Professional training in the fields of photovoltaic and solar energy thermal.

**COMPANY TARGETS**

Hotels| Banks| Processing Industries| Farmers| Bakeries| breeders| production companies| any company requiring electrical and/or electrical l’énergie thermal.
Private residences| urban and rural communities| administrative offices| etc.

**CLIENT PORTFOLIO**

Currently in progress: installation of autonomous solar systems for electrification various offices of the Douala Urban Municipality
| January 2019: Solar streetlight installations in the rural community of Makondo
| December 2018: Installation d’un solar thermal system at Cameroon|Hotel in Yaounde for heating and provision of warm water.
| Various autonomous solar photovoltaic systems for private individuals in the regions of Kribi, Douala, Edea, Makondo, Yaoundé and l’Ouest of Cameroon
| Solar water pump installations for various farmers and herders in west Cameroon

**SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES**

**AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS**

**TESTIMONIALS**
Saheloo

OUR VISION

Make French-speaking sub-Saharan Africa more accessible through geomatics tools based on mapping, basic processing and geolocation.

Founded in January 2016 in Munich, Saheloo was created with the philosophy of making Sub-Saharan Africa more accessible through applications based on geolocation, route optimization and mapping.

Its founder Willy Claude Makend, anxious to change the way people move around cities and explore the continent, decided to launch the start-up.

At Saheloo we create superb maps (Administrative, habitat for example), provide location data, GPS navigation systems and APIs explained to developers.

The name Saheloo is a promise that originates from SAHEL, which are lands directly south of the Sahara. Saheloo expresses quality with a spirit of research, for a better life in Sub-Saharan Africa.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

Leading geospatial data and technologies: Our geomatics team is experienced in specialized image processing techniques, geographic information system (GIS), global positioning system (GPS), geodesy and provides device extraction and satellite image data supplementation to a wide range of industries.

COMPANY TARGETS

Companies in the following sectors:
Energy and infrastructure | Transport | Telecommunications | Land and Property | Retail

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

Provision of a Geomatics Data Management System (GSI) for the company MAPON.

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
APP Fabrik

Our Vision
Position ourselves as a leading structure in the digital economy sector in Cameroon and Africa.
Popularize new economic formulas.
Provide innovative services capable of solving the problems people face.
Combine our daily uses and behaviours with new technologies.
Support companies and individuals in the digital sector through a frank partnership.

Sector/Industry or Company Information
Agri-Food Industry, IT & Telecommunications, Finance, Education

Product(s) Descriptions
DjanguiCollect: Complete accounting management platform d’une company on mobile. Customer follow-up, complete management of schools and universities.
Target: Cable TV, Insurance, Banking or EMF, Schools and universities,
Real Estate, Association (Tontine), Boutique Crow Funding.
DjanguiPay: Payment platform
- It allows d’accepter payments on merchant sites
- Payment in shops or supermarkets
- It integrates almost all payment methods such as Mobil money
- Management of digital call boxes (deposit, withdrawal, invoice payment)

https://djangui.net/

Company Targets
Primary and secondary school d’enseignement
| Shops and supermarkets
| EMF, Insurance, Banks
| Distribution cablo
| Telecom Operator
| NGO or government structure

Client Portfolio
DjanguiCollect: Complete accounting management platform d’une company on mobile. Customer follow-up, complete management of schools and universities.
Target: Cable TV, Insurance, Banking or EMF, Schools and universities, Real Estate, Association (Tontine), Boutique Crow Funding.<
DjanguiPay: Payment platform
- It allows d’accepter payments on merchant sites
- Payment in shops or supermarkets
- It integrates almost all payment methods such as Mobil money
- Management of digital call boxes (deposit, withdrawal, invoice payment)
AKH Consulting

Company name: AKH CONSULTING
Established date: 01.06.2016
Registered status: Einzelunternehmen
Head Office: France
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdiries:
Subdiries location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:
Financial targets:

Annual sales:
Phone: +33762872956
E-Mail: marcmbieleu@akhconsulting.fr
Website: http://www.akhconsulting.fr
Social Network: https://www.facebook.com/akhconsulting/
Business Partner(s):

OUR VISION

• Consulting and Training services in Management and Soft skills

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

We provide consulting services and training to companies in terms of Management, soft skills and all other potential needs through our consultants network.

SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION

• Education

PRODUCT(S) DESCRIPTIONS

• Consulting and trainings

COMPANY TARGETS

• Companies
• Star ups
• Individuals

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

• 8 Clients

HISTORY, EXPANSION, AND GROWTH

Created in 2016, the company grew slowly with a development of clients in Africa (Ivory Coast, Rwanda).

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

We believe in saving the environment, which is saving us!
KAHEYROS Analytics

Company name: KAHEYROS Analytics
Established date:
Registered status: UG
Head Office: Martin-Schmeißer-Weg 10, 44227 Dortmund (Germany)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdiries:
Subdiries location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

OUR VISION
KAHEYROS Analytics is a leading Data Science company that offers innovative Data Analytics solutions in the areas of Predictive Analysis, Fraud protection and detection, Risk Management and Manufacturing Analytics 4.0 (i.e. Predictive Maintenance, Condition Monitoring and Anomaly Detection, Production Optimization, Root Cause Analysis).

Our solutions are driven by proprietary machine learning algorithms, developed by our international interdisciplinary team of PhD-level data scientists. The team boasts of over 10 years of professional experience in different sectors e.g. Finance, IT & Telecommunications, Pharmaceutical, Manufacturing and FinTech, across Europe and the United States.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION
Predictive Analytics (Data Mining, Machine Learning, Social Media, Fraud Detection)
– Business Analytics (Visual Discovery Analysis, Risk Management, CRM)
– Data Management (Data Integration, Big Data, ETL, ELT, Data Quality/Governance)
– Strategic Consulting (Technology Needs Evaluation, Optimal Tool Selection, …)

COMPANY TARGETS
PME: We create Customized Digital Solutions for Small and Medium Enterprises
Bank/Financial Institutions:
We build Credit Scoring Models Fraud Detection/Prevention Models and Systems and various Visualization Tools

CLIENT PORTFOLIO
Implementation Risk Tool Factoring Business (Euler Hermes Germany)
- Data Science Training for SMEs (Kenya)
- Implementation Disease Detection Model (Farming, Germany)

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
Mbànte

Company name: Mbànte
Established date: 31.08.2018
Registered status: Einzelunternehmen
Head Office: Hermann- Treiber- Str. 5 / 69123 Heidelberg (Germany)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdivies:
Subdivies location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

OUR VISION
Mbànte stands for event, cooking and pastry arts.

SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION

• Agri-Food Industry

SUB SECTOR & DESCRIPTION

• Cooking & Pastry Arts, Distillery, Confectionery, Academy and more…

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Cakes & Accessories, Fruit Spreads, Syrups, Liqueurs, Liquors, Gluen-free Flours, Culinary Seasonings...

FINANCIAL TARGETS

Company name: Mbànte
Established date: 31.08.2018
Registered status: Einzelunternehmen
Head Office: Hermann- Treiber- Str. 5 / 69123 Heidelberg (Germany)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdivies:
Subdivies location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

Production, Workshops, Sales and Delivery

COMPANY TARGETS

Hotels, Airlines, Supermarkets, Restaurants, Academic Institutions, Bars and Clubs,…

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

- ISO & Standards in Progress
- Compliance with Sterilization and Pasteurization standards
- Food Hygiene Certification
- Health Certificate

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

Promote Cameroon 2019

TESTIMONIALS
MAVIANCE GmbH

Company name: MAVIANCE GmbH
Established date:
Registered status: GmbH
Head Office: Brüderstr. 63, 04103 Leipzig (Germany)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdaries:
Subdaries location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

Financial targets:
Annual sales:
Phone: Tel: +49 341 - 698 29 29 | Fax: +49 341 - 679 78 3
E-Mail: contact@maviance.com
Website: http://www.maviance.com
Social Network:
Business Partner(s):

OUR VISION

maviance is a digital financial service provider and technology consulting company. We offer value added services as well as industry specific for web and mobile solutions for financial institutions, businesses and governments.

We create sustainable and customized solutions to meet the requirements of customers by combining its industry experience with solution oriented skills of business re-design, concept, project management, programming and testing.


SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION

IT & Telecommunications

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Smobilpay (http://www.smobilpay.cm/): is a digital financial service platform offering value added services to all financial institutions, operators and customers in emerging economies. It is a scalable solution that follows the branchless banking paradigm. It extends the reach of merchants in the market with low fix-costs footprint.

Mavimeter (https://www.mavimeter.com/): Mavimeter is a survey application meters that can be easily integrated into any company’s existing infrastructure of water and electricity for the rapid digitisation of your water and electricity reading processes. counter. It uses state-of-the-art mobile technology. Mavimeter takes over digital of the electricity consumption of the electricity company’s customers at the Cameroon. This application is equipped with a GPS function that allows you to know exactly where the agent took over.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

IT engineering: Development of web and mobile solutions in the payment sectors, the digital economy, e-visa
- Integration and Distribution of third party partners’ services (suppliers of services)
- Data Center infrastructure and computer networks
- Technical support to Collectors partners (Banks, Microfinance)

COMPANY TARGETS

Banks and EMFs
- Water and electricity distribution enterprises
- SME
- Telecommunications enterprises

CLIENT PORTFOLIO

- Smobilpay (http://www.smobilpay.cm/): is a digital financial service platform offering value added services to all financial institutions, operators and customers in emerging economies.
- Mavimeter (https://www.mavimeter.com/): Mavimeter is a survey application meters that can be easily integrated into any company’s existing infrastructure of water and electricity for the rapid digitisation of your water and electricity reading processes.
qlipay(www.qlipay.io):The realtime platform for cross-border bill payments directly to service & utility providers worldwide!
- Mobile Banking System: The maviance Mobile Banking System is a solution complete wireless collection system that uses the flexibility and availability of mobile networks in order to provide mobile financial officers with a full range of functionality to improve their productivity in the microfinance sector.
- Application for payments by QR Code: Application of a pan-African bank to facilitate QR Code payments.
Mbope Networks

Company name: Mbope Networks
Established date: 01.04.2014
Registered status: Einzelunternehmen
Head Office: Klausingring 1, 13627 Berlin (Germany)
Number of Employees:
Number of Subsidiaries:
Subsidiaries location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

Mbope Networks develops solutions for the digital. We offer services for web and mobile solutions as well as IT-consulting.

Our Vision

Service(s) Description
Development of web and mobile solutions in all sectors. Integration and distribution of third party partners services throw REST API. CDN and security solutions.

Company Targets
Any sector where IT is needed.

Client Portfolio
- Mbope Media System (MM-System): CMS for video based platforms, IPTV management
- Afromotion TV (https://www.afromotion.tv): Afromotion is a platform for african films, series and TVs, with the aim to promote african culture
- LoNam Magazin (https://www.lonam.de): website development
- Afrobridge (https://www.afrobridge.de): website development
- Android App: ERF Medien, MyFree Tivi
- Android TV, Amazon Fire TV/Fire Stick, Samsung Tizen, webOS: Aktionär TV, Potsdam TV, ERF Medien, Sylt 1, IKONO TV ...
- Etc…

Sector/Industry or Company Information
- Agri-Food Industry
- IT & Telecommunications
- Media & Creative Industries

Product Description
- Content management system (CMS) and content delivery network (CDN) for video based platforms
- App development for web and mobile (android, android TV, amazon fire OS, Apple IOS, webOS, Samsung Tizen, Firefox OS,...)

Financial targets:
Annual sales:
Phone: +0049 172 31 89147
E-Mail: service@mbope.net
Website: https://www.mbope.net
Social Network:
Business Partner(s): Afrika Media Zentrum Berlin, Afrobridge (https://www.afrobridge.de), Akzent TV

Website: https://www.mbope.net
Share Force 7 Gbr

Company name: Share Force 7 Gbr
Established date: 
Registered status: Gbr
Head Office: Nürnberg (Germany)
Number of Employees: 
Number of Subsidiaries: 
Subsidiary location(s): 
Founding Source(s): 
Business Volume: 

Financial targets:
Annual sales:
Phone: +49 179 7338352
E-Mail: info@shareforce7.de
Website: http://shareforce7.de
Social Network: 
Business Partner(s):

OUR VISION
Share Force 7 - Software for every situation.
As a developer of software applications, Share Force 7 offers you a variety of desktop and web applications. Our aim is not only to find the right solution for every problem, but also to make the solution understandable. Our applications should be immediately understood by the user and make his life and work easier.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION
Software engineering: Development of applications adapted to customer requirements: Web, Mobile, Microsoft Products

COMPANY TARGETS
Companies requesting application design and development services customized.

CLIENT PORTFOLIO
- Android APP: Covoiturage Tanzanie
- Android APP: E&Q First Class Services

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
Camoo Sarl

Company name: Camoo Sarl
Established date:
Registered status: SARL
Head Office: Rue 7001, Melen BP 3891, Yaounde (Cameroon)
Number of Employee:
Number of Subdiries:
Subdiries location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

OUR VISION
Camoo is the Cameroonian leader in sending grouped SMS/Text messages and marketing on Internet. And in addition Professional Web Hosting with the primary objective of enable all Cameroonian social groups to have a digital presence in a price corresponding to our country's standard of living.

SECTOR/INDUSTRY OR COMPANY INFORMATION
IT & Telecommunications

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION
- Professional Web Hosting
- Dedicated physical server (SSD)
- SMS marketing
- Business E-mail/E-mail professional
- Sale of domain names (.com,.net,.org, etc. and soon.cm)

COMPANY TARGETS
Private and public enterprises.

CLIENT PORTFOLIO
www.camoo.hostin | www.camoo.cm

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATIONS / RECOGNITIONS

TESTIMONIALS
PROJECTENTWICKLUNG DR.-ING. SOM

Company name: Projektentwicklung Dr.-Ing. Som
Established date: 01.01.1990

Registered status: Einzelunternehmen
Head Office: Waldhornstr. 51, 76131 Karlsruhe (Germany)
Number of Employees:
Number of Subdivisions:
Subdivisions location(s):
Founding Sources:
Business Volume:

OUR VISION

The demands on the real estate market today increasingly demand flexible uses, economic efficiency in the production and operation of the property as well as living and working comfort for the owner and user. This is the only way to ensure long-term value retention of the real estate.

The architecture and project development office Dr.-Ing. Som has therefore specialised in stylish planning and design of new buildings as well as in contemporary replanning and flexible use of existing properties. It is important to us to harmonise cosiness, use and design with modern architecture and the immediate surroundings.

SECTOR/INDUSTRY

- Construction and living,
- Real Estate

PRODUCT(S) DESCRIPTIONS

- Promotion of organic agriculture and livestock in Africa
- Thanks to the use of Perfectpur products, there is no longer any need for drugs or products chemicals such as antibiotics, pesticides, etc.
- Addressing chronic and difficult injuries in hospital and private settings
- Clean up the environment by fighting bacteria, viruses or fungi that are harmful to the health of humans and their animals.

SERVICE(S) DESCRIPTION

More than 20 years of professional experience in the fields of feasibility studies and architectural planning, survival planning and project evaluation, calculation control, site analysis, construction management in the implementation of various building infrastructure projects in Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria, Cameroon, Congo Kinshasa,

| Verified expertise in planning and building a wide range of new constructions(housing, office, hotel, public property), the rehabilitation of old buildings, the design, monitoring and evaluation of small-scale community infrastructure projects as well as that the development of manuals and new technical solutions
- International consultant to Ministries in Cameroon and to the Congolese Police in Cameroon European Union Account

- Member of the Architects’ Association of the Land Baden-Württemberg in the Federal Republic of Germany
- Member of the National Order of Architects in Cameroon

ACCOUNT

- ONAC
- Württemberg in the Federal Republic of Germany
- Member of the Architects’ Association of the Land Baden-Württemberg

COMPANY TARGETS

Building Architecture Design Office
- SMEs and individuals
- Local authorities

DATE

2015-2018:
- Studies, architectural design, supervision, controls of the work of construction of various residential houses in Baden-Württemberg
  - PEO and STD of the project
  - Estimated volume of each project: 0.5 million Euro
  - Position: Chief Project Architect
  - Client: Private clients - FRG
  |
  2014 - 2015
- Monitoring, control and coordination of plaster, spatula and paint work interior of 154 apartments, 14 suites, offices, and commercial spaces.
  - Residential complex building, office, suite in Karlsruhe.
  - Estimated volume of the monitoring project: €0.55 million
  - Position: Chief Project Monitoring Engineer
  - Customer: Implenia Bau - FRG
  |
  2013 - 2015
- Studies, architectural design, supervision, controls of the work of rehabilitation and energy modernization of an 8-apartment building in Bruchsal
  - PEO and STD of the project
  - Estimated project volume: €0.8 million
- Position: Chief Project Architect
- Client: Private clients - FRG

2013 - 2015
Studies, architectural design, supervision, controls of the work of rehabilitation and modernisation of a kindergarten in Karlsruhe
- ODA and implementation plan
- PEO and STD of the project
- Estimated project volume: €0.6 million
- Position: Chief Project Architect
- Client: Evangelical Church Karlsruhe - Germany

2013 - 2015
Studies, architectural design, supervision, controls of the work of rehabilitation and energy modernization of an 8-apartment building in Ettlingen
- APS, PEO and STD, project monitoring
- Project volume: €0.52 million
- Position: Chief Project Architect
- Client: Private clients - FRG

2011 - 2013
Studies and architectural design of an 8-apartment apartment building in Hamburg
- APS and construction plan with the same software
- PEO and STD of the project
- Estimated project volume: €1.2 million
- Position: Chief Project Architect
- Client: Private clients - FRG

2011
Studies, architectural design, elaboration of execution plans for a hall exhibition at the Speyer Technical Museum on behalf of "art & architecture Int".
- Position: Project Assistant
- Client: Speyer Technical Museum - FRG

2010
Studies, architectural design, elaboration of execution plans, supervision, controls of rehabilitation, extension and energy modernisation works, cost controls of a residential building in Remchingen-Singen
- Estimated project volume: €0.4 million
- Position: Chief Project Architect
- Client: Private clients - FRG

2010
Studies, architectural design of a 3* hotel in Karlsruhe
- APS and construction plan with the same software
- PEO and STD of the project
- Estimated project volume: €1.8 million
- Position: Chief Project Architect
- Client: SNI Immobilier - FRG